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Bacteriophages (phages), viruses that infect and replicate 
within bacteria, are important in both natural and human 
microbiomes because they prey on bacterial hosts, mediate 

horizontal gene transfer, alter host metabolism and redistribute 
bacterially derived compounds via host cell lysis1. A phenomenon 
that has recently come to light via metagenomic studies is the 
prominence of phages with genomes that are much larger than 
the average size of ~55 kilobases (kb) predicted based on cur-
rent genome databases2. The recently reported phage genomes  
range up to 735 kb in length and encode a diversity of genes 
involved in transcription and translation, as well as genes 
that may augment host metabolism2. Augmentation of bacte-
rial energy generation by auxiliary metabolic genes has been 
reported for phages with smaller genomes. For example, some 
encode photosynthesis-related enzymes3,4, some deep-sea 
phages have sulfur oxidation genes5 and others that infect 
marine ammonia-oxidizing Thaumarchaeota harbour a homo-
logue of ammonia monooxygenase subunit C (that is, amoC)6,7. 
Unreported to date is the role of phages involved in the oxida-
tion of methane, a greenhouse gas that is 20–23 times more effec-
tive than CO2 (ref. 8). Biological oxidation of methane is largely 
driven by microorganisms, including aerobic methanotrophs 
belonging to Alphaproteobacteria, Gammaproteobacteria and 
Verrucomicrobia9,10 which use soluble methane monooxygen-
ases (sMMOs) and/or particulate methane monooxygenases 
(pMMOs)11. The pMMO, the predominant methane oxidation 
catalyst in nature, is a 300-kDa trimeric metalloenzyme12 that 
converts methane to methanol in the periplasm11,13. It is encoded 
by the pmoCAB operon14 and some bacterial genomes encode 

multiple pmoCAB operons as well as additional copies of pmoC 
that appear to be essential for growth on methane15.

We considered the possibility that phages infecting methano-
trophs could directly impact methane oxidation and thus methane 
release. Phages with very large genomes were recently reported 
from a man-made lake that covers a deposit of methane-generating 
tailings from an oil sands mine in Canada2. In the present study, we 
searched the unreported phage genomic fragments from this lake for 
genes involved in methane oxidation. We identified four assembled 
fragments that encoded the enzymatically critical pmoC subunit 
of pMMOs. Hereafter, we refer to these phages as pmoC-phages. 
We also investigated the metagenomic datasets from freshwa-
ter lakes Crystal Bog and Lake Mendota in Madison, WI, United 
States and Lake Rotsee in Switzerland16, which are known sources 
of sediment-derived methane17, and found examples of pmoC on a 
subset of phage genomic fragments from all three ecosystems. Of the 
22 pmoC-phage genomes, 18 were manually curated to completion, 
enabling verification that they do not encode the pmoA or pmoB 
subunit of pMMOs. All complete and partial genomes are >159 kb 
in length. Microbial communities from all three lakes are known to 
contain proteobacterial methanotrophs18,19, some of which we infer 
are the hosts of the pmoC-phages. We suggest that pmoC-phages 
may play important roles in the methane cycle when infecting their 
bacterial hosts.

Results
Active methane oxidation in a methane-generating tailings lake. 
Oil sands (bituminous sands) deposits are mined for petroleum and 
generate large volumes of waste that produce methane, hydrogen 
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sulfide and ammonia20. The oil sands reclamation pit lake of Base 
Mine Lake (BML) in Alberta (Canada) was constructed by placing 
a layer of water over a tailings deposit, with the long-term goal of 
developing a lake ecosystem supported by a stable water-cap oxic 
zone, which would permit the oxidation of methane, hydrogen sul-
fide and ammonia. The Base Mine Lake is characterized by high 
concentrations of dissolved methane and ammonia (up to 253 μM 
and 73.5 μM, respectively; Fig. 1a and see also Supplementary  
Table 1), especially in the hypolimnetic zone (the lower layer of 
water in a thermally stratified lake) and at the tailings–water inter-
face, reflecting mobilization of these reductants from the under-
lying tailings21,22. Stable isotope analysis (d13C, d2H) of pore water 
methane from within the tailings indicated that the methane was 
produced via fermentation by indigenous methanogenic archaea23. 
We observed a notable sink of methane in the hypolimnion  
(Fig. 1a and see also Supplementary Table 1). For example, in 2015 
and 2016, oxygen was driven to almost undetectable levels (<5 µM) 
and dissolved methane decreased rapidly, moving up into the water 
cap from the tailings–water interface, suggesting that the indig-
enous bacterial communities used methane as a primary carbon 
source for growth.

Genome-resolved metagenomics was used to identify micro-
organisms involved in methane oxidation in the 28 BML water 
samples and 1 sample from the freshwater source of the lake (BML 
source, BML_S) (Supplementary Fig. 1, Supplementary Dataset 1). 
We reconstructed genomes of eight gammaproteobacterial metha-
notrophs that were collectively more abundant in the hypolimnion 
than in the upper layers (Student’s t-test, P = 0.0190), and one alp-
haproteobacterial methanotroph from BML_S (Fig. 1b, and see 
also Supplementary Figs. 2–4 and Supplementary Table 2). Genes 
encoding sMMOs and/or pMMOs were detected in these genomes, 

and some contain more than one copy of the pmoCAB operon 
and also stand-alone pmoC (see Supplementary Figs. 5 and 6, and 
Supplementary Tables 2 and 3). The most frequently detected metha-
notroph in BML, Methyloparacoccus_57 (see Supplementary Fig. 7),  
shares 96.3% 16S ribosomal RNA (rRNA) gene sequence similar-
ity with that of Methyloparacoccus murrellii strain R-49797 (ref. 24). 
Methyloparacoccus_57 may be a key player in methane oxidation 
because it had a higher growth rate (iRep values of 1.51–1.87) than 
any other aerobic methanotrophs (iRep values of 1.32–1.61) coexist-
ing in the communities, especially in the hypolimnion of 2015 and 
2016 (Fig. 1 and see also Supplementary Fig. 2). Methane accumu-
lated in lake samples collected from February to June 2017 and in 
February 2018 despite the availability of oxygen (Fig. 1a and see also 
Supplementary Table 1), suggesting that low temperatures probably 
slowed down the activity of the methanotrophs. Reanalysis of pub-
lished metagenomic datasets of oil sands from Canada25–28 detected 
Methyloparacoccus_57 in other sites (see Methods and Extended 
Data Fig. 1), suggesting their potentially significant role in the sink 
of methane in such systems.

Phages with stand-alone pmoC genes. Genomes of huge phages 
from the BML samples have been previously reported2, but many 
other phage genomic fragments remain to be analysed. We searched 
the full set of phage fragments for genes that could contribute to 
methane oxidation and found pmoC genes that shared >86% 
amino-acid identity with those of published bacterial methano-
trophs (see Supplementary Table 4). Many of the phage scaffolds 
ended at or near the pmoC gene (see Supplementary Table 4), 
apparently because the assembly was confounded by very similar 
pmoC genes encoded in coexisting bacterial genomes. Manual scaf-
fold extension confirmed no gene encoding pmoA/pmoB located 
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Fig. 1 | Geochemical and biological evidence for methane oxidation in BML and BML_S samples. a, The methane and oxygen concentrations at different 
depths at each sampling time point. Samples in which methanotrophs are inferred to be less active or inactive are indicated by stars. NA, not available.  
b, The relative abundances of methanotrophs. The irep values (orange font) indicative of the growth rates of Methyloparacoccus_57 are shown; values for 
other methanotrophs are provided in Supplementary Fig. 2.
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nearby (see Supplementary Figs. 8 and 9, for example). One of 
these pmoC-phage genomes from BML samples (that is, BML_4) 
was curated to completion (circularized; see ‘Genomic features 
and taxonomy of pmoC-phages’ section) to confirm the absence of 
pmoA/pmoB in the genome.

Reanalysis of the published oil sands datasets detected one 
pmoC-phage scaffold (TP6_1) in a Suncor tailings pond sample 
collected in 2012 (see Methods)27. In addition, phages similar 
to TP6_1 and BML_3 were detected in two other samples from 
Alberta (see Extended Data Fig. 2), that is, TP_MLSB collected 
in 2011 (ref. 27) and PDSYNTPWS collected in 2012 (ref. 26).  
From PDSYNTPWS, we curated a phage genome without pmoC 
(referred to as ‘PDSYNTPWS_1’), which is 99% similar to BML_3 
(64% and 75% of genomes aligned, respectively). Our reanaly-
sis of published 13CH4-based DNA-SIP (stable isotope prob-
ing) data26 detected PDSYNTPWS_1 in the heavy DNA-SIP 
fraction (see Extended Data Fig. 3). This fraction was dominated 
by Methyloparacoccus_57. Based on the co-occurrence of the host 
and phage in a sample in which biological methane oxidation was 
demonstrated isotopically, we suggest that Methyloparacoccus_57 
may have been the host for phage PDSYNPWS_1. Also support-
ing this association is the high genomic and phylogenetic similarity 
between PDSYNPWS_1 and BML_3 (Fig. 3), the host for which was 
predicted as Methyloparacoccus_57.

To test for phage-associated pmoC in other lakes reported to 
emit methane17, we searched our previously published metage-
nomic datasets from Lake Mendota (LM) and Crystal Bog (CB) 
in Madison, WI, United States19, and those recently published 
from Lake Rotsee (LR) in Switzerland16. The LM, CB and LR data-
sets were reanalysed (see Methods), and Hidden Markov Model 
(HMM)-based searches detected pmoC on phage scaffolds from all 
the three lakes (see Supplementary Table 5), suggesting the poten-
tially wide distribution of related phages in habitats with methane.

We confirmed the high similarity of the bacterial and 
phage-associated PmoC predicted from all datasets to PmoC of 
previously described alphaproteobacterial and gammaproteobacte-
rial methanotrophs (see Supplementary Tables 4 and 5). Alignment 
of these PmoC sequences with references from well-known bacte-
rial methanotrophs29 confirmed the presence of the residues nec-
essary for the copper-binding site, that is, Asp 156, His 160 and 
His 173 (Fig. 2a and see also Supplementary Fig. 10) and required 
for O2 binding and methane oxidation12,30. It is of interest that the 
bacterial and phage-associated PmoC sequences were generally 
very similar in the central membrane- and periplasma-associated 
portions, but divergent at the cytoplasmic N and C termini. The 
pmoC genes in four of the pmoC-phages were fragmented into two 
pieces and another one (LM_8) contained only the C terminus (see 
Supplementary Fig. 11). In addition, the pmoC gene from CB_5 
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exhibited within-population variation, because a subset of phages 
lacked the central region where the active site is located.

Regardless of sampling sites, phage-associated PmoC often 
clustered phylogenetically, although sequences from phages with 
Alphaproteobacteria versus Betaproteobacteria hosts clustered 
separately (Fig. 2b and see also Supplementary Fig. 12). Moreover, 
the phage-associated PmoC was always more similar (>90%) to the 
PmoC of bacterial methanotrophs coexisting in the communities 
than to the published bacterial PmoC. It is interesting that the total 
abundance of phage-associated pmoC was higher than that of bacte-
rial pmoC in some samples (see Supplementary Fig. 13).

Genomic features and taxonomy of pmoC-phages. A total of 22 
unique pmoC-phage scaffolds with sequencing coverage ≥20× were 
selected for manual curation to completion and 18 were completed 
(no gaps and circular; Table 1 and see also Supplementary Tables 4 
and 5). In addition, one partial and four complete genomes of closely 
related phages, but without pmoC, were manually reconstructed for 
comparison (see ‘Metabolic potentials of pmoC-phages and their 
relatives’ section). The phage genomes are 159–527 kb in length 
(GC content: 32–44%), and encode between 224 and 594 ORFs and 
up to 29 transfer RNAs (tRNA; Table 1). The phage tRNAs corre-
spond with the most commonly used codons in the phage genomes 
(see Supplementary Fig. 14).

To measure the intrapopulation heterogeneity of pmoC-phages, 
we identified single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) in BML_2, 
the most frequently detected pmoC-phage in BML samples. The 
BML_2 population was highly clonal and displayed little genetic 
diversity across different depths and sampling time points (see 
Supplementary Fig. 15 and also Supplementary Information).

Notably, PDSYNTPWS_1 and BML_3, which were sampled 
from the same region of Canada but in different years, share high 
genomic similarity with LM_6 (from Lake Mendota), but differ 
in the pmoC region (see Supplementary Fig. 16). PDSYNTPWS_1 
does not contain the pmoC gene or the five neighbouring genes 
found in BML_3, and LM_6 has pmoC (not fragmented) but lacks 
the five neighbouring genes. It is interesting that LM_1, LM_7 and 
LM_8 from Lake Mendota share a 2-kb region near the partial 
pmoC of LM_8. This region encodes hypothetical, phage-associated 
and bacterial genes, including part of an acyl-coenzyme A (CoA) 
dehydrogenase (see Supplementary Fig. 17) and may be present due 
to recombination that occurred during coinfection. The similar-
ity of acyl-CoA dehydrogenase to a gene from Methylocystis spp. 
may indicate that this bacterium is the host (see ‘Predicted hosts of 
pmoC-phages’ section).

Eight published complete phage genomes (155–358 kb in length) 
related to those reported here were retrieved based on ViPTree anal-
yses (see Supplementary Fig. 18)31,32 and included in protein family 
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analyses (see Methods). Phylogenetic analyses based on the concate-
nated sequences of 13 universal phage-specific proteins determined 
by protein family analyses (Fig. 3 and see also Supplementary Table 6)  
and DNA polymerases (see Supplementary Fig. 19) suggested that 
all pmoC-phages are Myoviridae. Generally, the more similar the 
phage genome size the closer their phylogenetic relationship.

Predicted hosts of pmoC-phages. CRISPR (clustered regularly 
interspaced short palindromic repeats)–Cas analyses found that one 
spacer of Methyloparacoccus_57, and another spacer of a published 
Methylobacter genome, targeted the pmoC-phage BML_4 (see 
Supplementary Fig. 20). However, none of the other pmoC-phage 
genomes was targeted by a spacer from any CRISPR system identi-
fied. Thus, we predicted their hosts using the similarity between the 
sequences of PmoC in phages and coexisting bacteria, assuming that 
the phage-associated pmoC genes were acquired by lateral transfer 
from their bacterial hosts7,33,34 (Fig. 2b). Methyloparacoccus_57 was 
predicted as the host for the four Canada oil sands pmoC-phages 
(Table 1). The co-occurrence of Methyloparacoccus_57 and 
PDSYNTPWS_1 (without pmoC), which is highly similar to BML_3, 
in the heavy PDSYNTPWS DNA-SIP fraction supports this. In LM, 
CB and LR samples, alphaproteobacterial and gammaproteobacterial  

methanotrophs were predicted as hosts of the pmoC-phages. One 
predicted host, Methylocystis sp. (an alphaproteobacterium), and 
the infecting pmoC-phages LM_1, LM_2, LM_3, LM_5 and LM_8, 
were detected together in all 5 years, especially in samples collected 
in September/October of each year (see Supplementary Fig. 21). The 
phages LM_4 and LM_6 and their predicted gammaproteobacterial 
hosts (Methylobacter sp. and Methyloparacoccus sp., respectively) 
coexisted in the communities collected in 2012. The pmoC-phages 
from Crystal Bog were predicted to replicate in Methylocystis sp. 
(CB_1, CB_2, CB_4 and CB_5) and Methyloparacoccus sp. (CB_3), 
and time-series analyses verified that they coexisted in the commu-
nities (see Supplementary Fig. 21). The Lake Rotsee pmoC-phages 
were predicted to infect Methylocystis sp. (LR_1 and LR_2), 
Methyloparacoccus sp. (LR_3) and Methylobacter sp. (LR_4, LR_5 
and LR_6). Together, these results strongly support the predicted 
host–phage relationships.

Metabolic potentials of pmoC-phages and their relatives. We 
evaluated the protein families of pmoC-phages and related phage 
genomes to determine whether PmoC is associated with any other 
specific protein(s) (Fig. 4 and see also Supplementary Table 7).  
We found that PmoC is the only protein specific to all pmoC-phages 

Table 1 | General features of the manually curated phage genomes

Sampling site Sampling 
year

Genome name (short name) Length 
(bp)

GC 
content 
(%)

No. of 
oRFs

No. of 
tRNAs

Complete 
or partial

pmoC 
taxonomy

BML (Canada) 2015–2017 BML_pmoC-phage_2 (BML_2) 218,687 33 342 15 Partial Gamma-

BML_pmoC-phage_3 (BML_3)b 190,971 34 272 20 Partial Gamma- c,d

BML_pmoC-phage_4 (BML_4) 243,619 34 342 18 Complete Gamma-c

BML_S (Canada) 2017 BML_S_phage_1 (BML_S_1) 167,437 40 212 24 Complete –

TP6 (Canada) 2012 TP6_pmoC-phage_1 (TP6_1) 308,538 37 406 29 Partial Gamma-c

PDSYNTPWS (Canada) 2012 PDSYNTPWS_phage_1 (PDSYNTPWS_1)b 222,435 34 358 20 Partial –

Lake Mendota 
(Madison, WI, United 
States)

2008–2012 Lake_Mendota_pmoC-phage_1 (LM_1) 174,291 41 249 21 Complete Alpha-

Lake_Mendota_pmoC-phage_2 (LM_2) 174,276 39 263 24 Complete Alpha-

Lake_Mendota_pmoC-phage_3 (LM_3) 172,382 41 249 21 Complete Alpha-

Lake_Mendota_pmoC-phage_4 (LM_4) 353,177 32 465 14 Complete Gamma-

Lake_Mendota_pmoC-phage_5 (LM_5) 166,198 38 245 19 Complete Alpha-

Lake_Mendota_pmoC-phage_6 (LM_6)b 198,907 34 313 20 Partial Gamma-

Lake_Mendota_phage_7 (LM_7) 166,826 39 238 25 Complete –

Lake_Mendota_pmoC-phage_8 (LM_8) 167,952 39 252 25 Complete Alpha-e

Lake_Mendota_phage_9 (LM_9) 172,107 40 240 22 Complete –

Crystal Bog (Madison, 
WI, United States)

2007–
2009

Crystal_Bog_pmoC-phage_1 (CB_1) 352,383 35 445 23 Complete Alpha-

Crystal_Bog_pmoC-phage_2 (CB_2) 527,138 38 594 13 Complete Alpha-

Crystal_Bog_pmoC-phage_3 (CB_3) 166,456 35 247 18 Complete Gamma-

Crystal_Bog_pmoC-phage_4 (CB_4) 165,508 38 264 4 Complete Alpha-

Crystal_Bog_pmoC-phage_5 (CB_5) 166,149 44 248 4 Complete Alpha-d

Crystal_Bog_phage_6 (CB_6) 174,375 38 233 0 Complete –

Lake rotsee 
(Switzerland)

2017–2018 Lake_rotsee_pmoC-phage_1 (Lr_1) 168,581 40 224 4 Complete Alpha-

Lake_rotsee_pmoC-phage_1 (Lr_2) 160,734 37 241 6 Complete Alpha-

Lake_rotsee_pmoC-phage_1 (Lr_3) 159,173 35 248 10 Complete Gamma-

Lake_rotsee_pmoC-phage_1 (Lr_4) 365,676 36 467 4 Complete Gamma-

Lake_rotsee_pmoC-phage_1 (Lr_5) 341,475 36 463 15 Complete Gamma-

Lake_rotsee_pmoC-phage_1 (Lr_6) 314,403 38 442 0 Complete Gamma-c

aThe taxonomy is determined based on pmoC phylogeny including both phage and bacterial pmoC genes. bHighly similar phage genomes, with identical large terminase and DNA polymerase sharing 
>99.5% amino-acid similarity. cFragmented pmoC. dSome cells within the population only have partial pmoC. ePartial pmoC.
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(Fig. 4). Genes for heat shock protein HSP20 were detected in 
all but three pmoC-phages and are encoded next to pmoC in six 
pmoC-phages. However, the significance of this is difficult to evalu-
ate because HSP20 has been reported as a core gene of cyanobac-
teria phages (cyanophages)35, which are phylogenetically related to 
the phages reported here (see Supplementary Fig. 19). Moreover, 
all five related phages without pmoC also encode HSP20, suggest-
ing that HSP20 may not be related to the PmoC function (Fig. 4). 
HSP20 is a small heat shock protein that may improve the survival of 
the host bacteria when they are challenged by elevated temperature, 
although it also has been suggested that HSP20 might be important 
for scaffolding during maturation of the capsid35.

It is of interest that cofF, required for the biosynthesis of coen-
zyme F420 involved in methane metabolism, is encoded by CB_1 
and CB_2 (both are pmoC-phages) (see Supplementary Fig. 22). 
Other genes relevant to host metabolism were detected in subsets of 
phages (see Supplementary Figs. 22 and 23 and also Supplementary 
Information).

Transcriptional analyses of pmoC-phages. Of the six pmoC-phages 
from Lake Rotsee, LR_4, LR_5 and LR_6 (genome sizes >300 kb; see 
Table 1) showed high transcriptional levels indicative of replication 
at the time of sampling in November and December 2017. Transcript 
data indicate that only LR_4 was highly active in the January 2018 
sample (Fig. 5a and see also Supplementary Fig. 24). The three 
pmoC-phages with smaller genomes (159–168 kb; see Table 1) were 
probably inactive, based on the mapping of only a few RNA reads to 
their genomes. It is interesting that the pmoC genes of LR_4, LR_5 

and LR_6 were highly expressed (generally among the top 20 most 
active genes), as were genes encoding phage DNA packaging and 
particle assembly-related proteins, including major capsid, prohead, 
phage tail, tail fibre, tail sheath and scaffolding proteins (Fig. 5b–d). 
Given that structural genes are generally expressed late in replica-
tion, we interpret the co-expression pattern to indicate that pmoC 
is important during the late phase of phage replication. It should be 
noted that the pmoC of LR_6 is predicted to be fragmented, and the 
C terminus was much less expressed compared with the N terminus 
(which contains the active site). The non-coding region of unknown 
function between the pmoC gene fragments was transcribed at a 
low level (see Supplementary Fig. 25). The bacterial host of LR_4, 
LR_5 and LR_6, a Methylobacter sp., showed much higher growth 
rates (determined by iRep values) than the hosts of the inactive 
pmoC-phages and bacterial methanotrophs in the same community 
that were not infected by pmoC-phages (Fig. 5e). In summary, these 
results indicate the potential significance of the phage-associated 
pmoC genes for pmoC-phages during infection, and support our 
inference that phage-associated pmoC can impact overall rates of 
methane oxidation in freshwater ecosystems.

Discussion
PmoC-phages were overlooked in previous analyses. Previous 
cultivation-based studies isolated phages of bacterial methano-
trophs from various habitats including oil waters and soil, but 
genomes of these phages have not been reported36,37. To date, only 
13 genome scaffolds of phages infecting methanotrophs (10–62 kb 
in length) have been reported, and these sequences came from 

Functional assignment

Metabolism Cellular processes Unclassified Multiple categories

308–527 kb

159–243 kb

Genetic information processing Environmental information processingGenome sizes
of phages

Functional categories
of protein families

NC_027399
LM_4

NC_019401
NC_019526
NC_027364
NC_025447
TP6_1

CB_1
CB_2

NC_025422
NC_027204
NC_028945

CB_3

BML_2
BML_4
LM_6
BML_3

CB_6

LM_3

LM_9
LM_1

BML_S_1
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PDSYNTPWS_1

LR_3

LR_5
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Fig. 4 | Metabolism of pmoC-phages and their relatives. Clustering of phages based on the presence/absence profiles of protein families that are encoded 
by at least five phages. The phage-associated PmoC is highlighted by a green bar. The names of pmoC-phages infecting alpha- and gammaproteobacterial 
methanotrophs are shown in grey and green, respectively. The pmoC-phages with pmoC and HSP20 genes next to each other are indicated by stars (see 
Supplementary Table 7 for details).
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thawed permafrost samples38. In the present study, we described 22 
large genomes of pmoC-phages (up to 527 kb; Table 1) which we 
propose can infect bacterial methanotrophs, but none of them is 
genomically or phylogenetically related to those from permafrost. 
The pmoC-phages have been overlooked in previous studies, in part 
because of the focus on high-level patterns such as global distribu-
tion, diversity and host specificity rather than gene inventories39, 
and in part because of the high similarity between phage-associated 
and bacterial PmoC fragment assemblies. The reconstruction of 
pmoC-phage genomes from multiple distinct habitats highlights the 
power of genome-resolved metagenomics and also the necessity of 
manual genome curation for accuracy40.

Why only pmoC in phages?. As analysed in the present study, 
pmoC, but not pmoA and pmoB, subunits of pMMOs were detected 
in phages. Similarly, previous studies reported that amoC was the 

only subunit of ammonia monooxygenase (homologue of pMMO) 
encoded by phages infecting Thaumarchaeota6,7. Although pos-
sibly acquired from bacterial hosts along with other genes, only 
pmoC was retained because it can enhance phage fitness alone. For 
substrate binding and oxidation of methane in bacterial methano-
trophs, there is increasing evidence indicating the essential role of 
PmoC, but the absolute necessity of PmoB is questionable (never-
theless it is important)15,29,30,41. Given that the structure of PmoC is 
largely disordered when the cell membrane is perturbed42, we sug-
gest that the additional pmoC genes, encoded in either the bacte-
rial methanotroph or phage genomes (see Supplementary Table 3), 
could augment methane oxidation. Although we do not have data 
to constrain how this occurs, it seems reasonable to speculate that 
it may sustain methane oxidation under abnormal environmental 
conditions. The availability of an alternative enzyme may also be 
beneficial when metals used in the normal bacterial subunit are in 
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Fig. 5 | Transcriptional analyses of pmoC-phages and information about bacterial methanotrophs in Lake Rotsee. a, The percentage of rNA reads 
mapped to the pmoC-phages. The concentration of methane (in µM) is shown above the bar. b–d, The 20 most highly expressed genes of Lr_4 (b), Lr_5 
(c) and Lr_6 (d). Only the functional predictions for the top 10 genes are listed. When pmoC genes are within the top 20 most highly expressed genes, 
they are indicated by circles containing a red x. red stars indicate that the pmoC gene was expressed, but not one of the 20 most highly expressed genes. 
Box plots enclose the first to third quartiles of data values, with a black line at the median value. e, The relative abundances of methanotrophs in each of 
the six samples. The total cell count (× 105 cells ml−1) of the methanotrophs in each sample is shown above the bar. The irep values indicating growth rates 
are shown for the methanotrophs when a given genome has ≥5× coverage in the corresponding sample. Hyp, hypothetical protein.
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low abundance, given that Zn or Cu can be used in the PmoC cata-
lytic site. Regardless of how the phage-associated pmoC functions in 
detail, the promotion of methane oxidation is probably beneficial to 
the phage via the provision of NAD+ needed for replication43.

Previous studies suggested that different copies of pmoC15,44,45 
and amoC46 from a single organism have distinct expression prefer-
ences under different conditions. Condition-dependent expression 
of pmoC is probably determined by sequence divergences in their 
termini, given that the middle regions are generally very similar (see 
Supplementary Fig. 5). As the bacterial and phage-associated PmoC 
sequences are also generally divergent in the N and C termini (Fig. 2a,  
and see also Supplementary Fig. 10), the phage-associated PmoC 
may function as the stand-alone PmoC in bacterial methanotrophs 
under some conditions. Relatedly, sequence divergences in termini 
of phage-associated PmoC may increase the fitness of pmoC-phages 
after infection. Our findings motivate the biochemical investigation 
of the role of phage-derived PmoC in the functioning of pMMOs.

Potential biogeochemical impacts of pmoC-phages. Generally, 
the predicted hosts were eliminated after the appearance of the 
infecting pmoC-phages (for example, LM samples; Supplementary 
Fig. 21), suggesting that the pmoC-phages could reduce methane 
oxidation in an ecosystem by lysing their bacterial methanotroph 
hosts. On the other hand, pmoC-phages may accelerate methane 
oxidation, as noted in the ‘Why only pmoC in phages?’ section. 
Modulation of methane oxidation rates may be important given 
that freshwater lake ecosystems are important sources of terrestrial 
methane emission17,47.

The presence of photosynthesis genes in pmoC-phage genomes 
is intriguing (see Supplementary Fig. 23), given that they prob-
ably had to infect a cyanobacterial cell to acquire them. The 
pmoC-phages are phylogenetically related to cyanophages (see 
Supplementary Fig. 19), so they may replicate in cyanobacteria 
under conditions when they co-occur with them. The large genome 
size compared with most phages known to date may include genes 
required for host range expansion. Given that cyanobacteria pro-
duce O2 that is required for methane oxidation by methanotrophs, 
and that a very recent study indicated the production of meth-
ane by cyanobacteria48, it is possible that future work will show 
that pmoC-phages with a broad host range can have far-reaching 
impacts on the methane cycle.

Conclusion
Our analyses suggest that some phages with large genomes that 
infect methanotrophs have pmoC (pmoC-phages), and so have the 
potential to impact methane oxidation as well as the carbon cycle. 
The phage-associated pmoC appears to be most active during late 
infection and the infected bacteria exhibit the fastest growth rates 
of methanotrophs in the system, supporting the inference that 
pmoC-phages can increase methane oxidation rates in freshwater 
ecosystems.

Methods
Sampling, DNA extraction and metagenomic analyses. The BML samples were 
collected from multiple depths of an end pit lake for oil sands waste remediation in 
Alberta, Canada from 2015 to 2018 (see Supplementary Table 1). The geochemical 
features of the samples were determined in situ or in the laboratory as previously 
described21. Genomic DNA was collected filtering approximately 1.5 l water 
through 0.22-µm Rapid-Flow sterile disposable filters (Thermo Fisher Scientific) 
and stored at −20 °C until DNA extraction. DNA was extracted from the filters as 
previously described49. The DNA samples were purified for library construction 
and sequenced on an Illumina HiSeq1500 platform with paired-end 150-bp kits. 
The LM and CB samples were collected from Lake Mendota from 2008 to 2012 
and Crystal Bog from 2007 to 2009 (see Supplementary Table 8). The geochemical 
features and the procedures of sampling, DNA extraction and sequencing 
were detailed elsewhere50, and the metagenomic reads were reassembled for 
pmoC-phages and their host in the present study, as well as six metagenomic and 
their corresponding metatranscriptomic datasets from Lake Rotsee (47° 04′ 11″ N, 

8° 18′ 51″ E)16. The raw reads of each metagenomic or metatranscriptomic 
sample were filtered to remove Illumina adaptors, PhiX and other contaminants 
with BBTools51, and low-quality bases and reads using Sickle (v.1.33; https://
github.com/najoshi/sickle). The high-quality reads of each metagenomic sample 
were assembled using idba_ud52 (parameters: --mink 20 --maxk 140 --step 20 
--pre_correction). For a given sample, the high-quality reads of all samples from 
the same sampling site were individually mapped to the assembled scaffold set 
of each sample using Bowtie2 with default parameters53. The coverage of a given 
scaffold was calculated as the total number of bases mapped to it divided by its 
length. Multiple coverage values were obtained for each scaffold to reflect the 
representation of that scaffold in the related samples collected from the same 
site. For each sample, scaffolds with a minimum length of 3 kb were assigned to 
preliminary draft genome bins using MetaBAT with default parameters54, with 
both tetranucleotide frequencies and coverage profiles of scaffolds considered. 
The scaffolds from the obtained bins and the unbinned scaffolds with a minimum 
length of 1 kb were uploaded to the ggKbase platform. The protein-coding genes 
were predicted using Prodigal55 (-m -p meta) from scaffolds and annotated using 
usearch56 against KEGG57, UniRef58 and UniProt59. The genome bins determined 
by MetaBAT were manually modified at ggKbase based on the consistency of GC 
content, coverage and taxonomic information of the scaffolds, and the scaffolds 
identified as contaminants were removed. The modified genome bins were 
validated based on the coverage profiles of the scaffolds. The tRNA genes were 
predicted using tRNAscanSE60 and 16S rRNA genes with HMM databases as 
previously described61.

Reanalysis of published oil sands datasets. Datasets from four published studies 
of oil sands waste lakes were reanalysed in the present study.

Study 1. First, we analysed the datasets from enrichments amended with 
a short-chain alkane (C6–C10), naphtha or toluene27. We did not detect 
Methyloparacoccus_57 or any pmoC-phage in these enrichments. Second, we 
analysed the other two metagenomic datasets used for comparison in the original 
paper, that is, TP6 and TP_MLSB. The sample TP6 (UTM 466358E 6319838N) 
was collected in 2012 from Suncor tailings pond at the depth of 6 m and sequenced 
with both 454 pyrosequencing and Illumina (National Center for Biotechnology 
Information (NCBI) accession no. SRX327722). We detected one pmoC-phage 
genome (referred to as ‘TP6_1’) from the original assembly and extended it using 
the 454 pyrosequencing and Illumina reads to generate the current version (see 
Table 1). None of the pmoC-phages identified in Syncrude BML samples was 
detected in this sample. For its host, we compared the PmoC sequence of TP6_1 
with all other PmoC sequences from the assembly, and analysed all the bacterial 
and archaeal species in the community via ribosomal protein S3 (rpS3) phylogeny 
for methanotrophs, and found that the host of TP6_1 is Methyloparacoccus_57. 
The sample TP_MLSB was collected from Syncrude in 2011 (NCBI accession no. 
SRR636569), and the quality Illumina reads were downloaded and mapped to 
genomes reconstructed from Syncrude BML (with >98% nucleotide identity). As 
a result, Methyloparacoccus_57 (sequencing coverage: 7.37×; genome covered: 
97.8%), pmoC-phages of TP6_1 (sequencing coverage: 5.24×; genome covered: 
97.8%; see Extended Data Fig. 2a) and BML_3 (sequencing coverage: 7.01×; 
genome covered: 89.6%) were detected (see Extended Data Fig. 2b). We did not 
assemble this dataset to recover the genomes because of the low sequencing 
coverage. It is interesting that the pmoC region of BML_3 was mapped by only 
two reads, indicating that the corresponding phage in TP_MLSB generally did not 
contain pmoC. The read pile-ups (abnormally high coverage) may indicate the 
existence of other related phage(s) and/or repeat regions.

Study 2. Saidi-Mehrabad et al.26 collected surface water (0–10 cm) at 1- to 3-month 
intervals over 2010–2011 from two tailings ponds near Fort McMurray, Alberta, 
Canada (that is, Pond A and Pond B as designated in the original paper). As 
described in the original paper, ‘An aerobic methanotroph belonging to the 
Methylococcus/Methylocaldum cluster of Gammaproteobacteria (OTU12103) was 
among the predominantly detected OTUs in Pond A, making up on average 1.5% 
of all reads’, and so de novo assembly of the metagenomic dataset was performed 
of PD_SYN_TP_WS_002_003_071511 (NCBI accession no. SRX327520; referred 
to as ‘PDSYNTPWS’ hereafter) sequenced by Illumina, and found that the 
predominant OTU12103 corresponds with Methyloparacoccus_57 reported in 
the present study. In fact, the 16S rRNA gene sequence from their assembly was 
identical to that of Methyloparacoccus_57. Phylogenetic (based on rpS3) and 
sequencing coverage analyses also indicated that Methyloparacoccus_57 is the most 
abundant bacterial methanotroph in the community (see Extended Data Fig. 1a).  
Binning and subsequent curation yielded the Methyloparacoccus_57-related 
genome from PDSYNTPWS, referred to as ‘Methyloparacoccus_57_PDSYNTPWS’. 
The Illumina reads of PDSYNTPWS were mapped to the pmoC-phage genomes 
of BML_2, BML_3, BML_4 and TP6_1 (see ‘Study 1’ section). This revealed the 
presence of phages similar to BML_3 (see Extended Data Fig. 2c). Manual curation 
of the corresponding scaffolds generated a high-quality genome (referred to as 
PDSYNTPWS_1). The genomic alignments of PDSYNTPWS_1 and BML_3 (and 
LM_6 as well) are shown in Supplementary Fig. 16 and described in Results. In 
addition, DNA-SIP analyses with 13CH4 were conducted to track the active methane 
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oxidizers in the PDSYNTPWS sample26. A ‘Five microliters of a selected “heavy” 
SIP fraction’ of DNA sample was collected for amplification and sequencing for 
metagenomic analyses. The resulting Illumina reads (382 million read pairs) were 
downloaded and mapped to the genomes of Methyloparacoccus_57_PDSYNTPWS 
and PDSYNTPWS_1. As a result, ~6.58% of the reads could be mapped to 
Methyloparacoccus_57_PDSYNTPWS (see Extended Data Fig. 3a), and a small 
fraction of reads was mapped to PDSYNTPWS_1 (see Extended Data Fig. 3b). 
The uneven depth across the scaffolds may be due to the multiple displacement 
amplification used in DNA preparation. We also performed de novo assembly of 
the DNA-SIP data and obtained a total length of 90-Mbp scaffolds. Phylogenetic 
analyses based on rpS3 indicated that Methyloparacoccus_57_PDSYNTPWS and  
some other gammaproteobacterial methanotrophs in the community were 
actively oxidizing methane (see Extended Data Fig. 3c). Saidi-Mehrabad et al.26 
also reported a total of 22 16S rRNA gene datasets (sequenced by 454 GS FLX 
Titanium) in the original paper, 16 of which could be downloaded from NCBI 
Sequence Read Archive (SRA) via the accession no. provided (SRP013946). The 
16S rRNA gene sequences were searched against that of Methyloparacoccus_57_
PDSYNTPWS using BLASTn (>98% similarity, >500 alignment length), and the 
total number of hits and the relative abundances were calculated for each sample. 
As we could not match the NCBI SRA datasets to the samples described in the 
original paper, we show the SRA accession no. and sample description as well  
(see Extended Data Fig. 1b).

Study 3. A total of 12 metagenomic datasets (sequenced by 454 pyrosequencing 
or Illumina) from oil sands-related habitats were reported by An et al.25. 
Methyloparacoccus_57 was detected in only PDSYNTPWS (454 pyrosequencing 
reads) by a 16S rRNA gene sequence search. Also, genomic fragments similar to 
phage PDSYNTPWS_1 were identified in the sample (see Extended Data Fig. 2d). 
However, these fragments covered only a small part of the genome, suggesting a 
low abundance of the corresponding phage in the sample.

Study 4. Oil sands process-affected water (OSPW) was collected in 2012 for 
incubation experiments that involved the addition of benzene or naphthalene, to 
reveal the microorganisms in OSPW responsible for compound degradation28. 
One control water sample was also analysed via 16S rRNA gene sequence analyses 
(sequenced by 454 GS FLX Titanium). The 16S rRNA gene sequence datasets 
were downloaded from NCBI SRA via the accession no. SRP109130 provided in 
the original paper, and compared against that of Methyloparacoccus_57 reported 
in the present study by BLASTn (>98% similarity, >500 alignment length). The 
analyses indicate that Methyloparacoccus_57 was not the primary consumer 
of naphthalene or benzene; however, it was highly abundant in the natural and 
treatment control OSPW samples (see Extended Data Fig. 1c), indicating the 
prevalence of these bacteria in situ.

Relative abundance and growth rate analyses. The rpS3 was used as a taxonomic 
marker gene for microbial community composition analyses. All the rpS3 proteins 
were predicted using hmmsearch62 based on the tigrfam63 HMM databases 
(TIGR01008 for Archaea and Eukaryotes, and TIGR01009 for Bacteria). The HMM 
hits were filtered by the tigrfam cutoff and searched against the NCBI RefSeq 
database64 by BLASTp to remove those with the best hit of Eukaryotes. The retained 
bacterial and archaeal rpS3 amino-acid sequences were clustered by cd-hit65 
with 100% similarity (-c 1, -aL 0.8, -aS 0.8, -G 0). The nucleotide sequences of all 
representative rpS3 proteins were extracted and used as a dataset for reads mapping 
to calculate their coverage in each sample, which was performed by Bowtie2 (ref. 66)  
with the default parameters. The coverage of a given scaffold was reported only 
when the reads from a given sample covered at least 50% of the nucleotide 
sequence. The relative abundance of a taxon in a given sample was calculated as 
the coverage of the corresponding rpS3 divided by the collective coverage of all 
representative rpS3 proteins in the sample. The growth rate of a given species was 
determined using iRep67 based on the read mapped to the corresponding curated 
genome (≥5× coverage) with a maximum of one mismatch per read.

Manual genome curation of genomes. The phage scaffolds were identified using 
ggKbase based on the presence of phage-specific genes as previously described68, 
including capsid, phage, virus, prophage, terminase, prohead, tape measure, tail, 
head, portal, DNA packaging, the presence of genes similar to previously identified 
phage-associated genes of unknown function and lack of many host-specific genes. 
The protein-coding genes of phage scaffolds were searched against the HMM 
databases of proteins involved in methane metabolisms. The phage scaffolds with 
pmoC genes and also a minimum sequencing coverage of 20× were manually 
curated to completion. This involved circularization, filling of scaffolding gaps and 
fixing of any local assembly errors40. Manual correction of local assembly errors 
and extension of phage scaffolds were time-consuming but essential to reveal 
their metabolic potentials and confirm the absence of other pMMO subunits. In 
detail, first, a given phage scaffold with pmoC was extended using unplaced paired 
reads in Geneious69. Local assembly errors that were identified based on lack 
of perfect support by mapped reads were manually fixed. Second, the extended 
fragments were searched against the whole assembled scaffold set for the potential 
missing parts of the phage genome, the retrieved scaffolds were assembled with 

the extended phage scaffold and, then, the overall assembly was confirmed by read 
mapping. Scaffold extension and addition of missing scaffolds were continued 
until a circular phage genome was obtained. All the curated phage genomes were 
verified by mapping the reads to the final genomes. Exceptionally, the scaffold of 
pmoC-phage TP6_1 was sequenced by 454 pyrosequencing and Illumina25 and 
extended by overlap at the ends of scaffolds detected by BLASTn using 454 reads, 
followed by confirmation of the extension by Illumina reads. The BLASTn search 
and extension were performed several times until no more scaffolds with end 
overlap could be found. For the genomes of phages closely related to pmoC-phages, 
we first identified the scaffolds by searching against all the large terminase proteins 
from already reconstructed pmoC-phages, and those scaffolds having a large 
terminase with ≥80% amino-acid similarity were selected as targets for manual 
scaffold extension and curation to completion. The similarity of phage genomes 
was calculated using the online average nucleotide identity tool70. For genomes 
of bacterial methanotrophs, all the local assembly errors except those detected in 
pMMO-encoding regions (see ‘Manual genome curation of genomes’ section were 
checked and fixed by ra2.py61.

Confirmation of Methyloparacoccus_57 in all BML samples. When the biomass 
of a given population accounts for only a small fraction of that of a collected 
sample, de novo metagenomic assembly and subsequent analyses may not be 
able to detect the population. In the present study, the host–phage relationship 
was predicted based on the similarity of the PmoC sequences (among those 
from pmoC-phages and bacterial methanotrophs), followed by evaluation of the 
co-occurrence of phage and its predicted host (based on their genomic sequences 
assembled from metagenomic data). The pmoC-phages of BML_2, BML_3 and 
BML_3 were predicted to replicate in Methyloparacoccus_57; however, assembled 
fragments of this population could be detected in only 14 of the 28 analysed BML 
samples. To test for the existence of Methyloparacoccus_57 in the other 14 BML 
samples (from which the rpS3 of Methyloparacoccus_57 was not assembled), we 
first curated the genome of Methyloparacoccus_57 (2,444,800 bp in length) from 
the sample of BML_10242017_9.75m (which has the highest sequencing coverage 
of this population), then the quality reads from all BML samples were individually 
mapped to the curated Methyloparacoccus_57 genome, with two mismatches 
allowed for each mapped read (that is, >98.6% nucleotide similarity). As expected, 
for the samples with Methyloparacoccus_57 fragments assembled, the number 
of reads (18,252–556,226 reads) mapped to a scaffold strongly correlates with the 
length of the corresponding scaffold (see Supplementary Fig. 7a, sample names in 
black). For the 14 BML samples without Methyloparacoccus_57 rpS3 assembled 
(see Supplementary Fig. 7a, sample names in red), only 380–6,046 reads were 
mapped to the curated Methyloparacoccus_57 genome (and the number of reads 
mapped to a scaffold also strongly correlated with the length of the corresponding 
scaffold). We also mapped reads to the scaffolds (that is, BML_10242017_9_75m_
scaffold_435) with the ribosomal proteins (see Supplementary Fig. 7b), and found 
all samples had reads mapped to this region. In summary, we concluded that 
Methyloparacoccus_57 was in all the 28 analysed BML samples, although some of 
them at very low abundance.

Bacterial sMMO and pMMO subunits. To reveal the sMMO and pMMO 
subunits in the published genomes of bacterial methanotrophs, all the genomes 
assigned to the well-known methanotroph genera71 were downloaded from NCBI 
(see Supplementary Table 3), along with their protein sequences and annotation 
information. The stand-alone pmoC genomes in published genomes were identified 
manually, based on their genomic context. Those located at the end of scaffolds 
were assigned as ‘questionable stand-alone’. For the bacterial methanotrophs with 
genomes reconstructed in the present study, their sMMO and pMMO subunit 
genes were identified based on functional predictions (see ‘Sampling, DNA 
extraction and metagenomic analyses’ section). The corresponding scaffolds 
were checked for potential assembly errors by read mapping and careful manual 
curation was performed if an error was identified. Local assembly errors occurred 
primarily due to the high sequence similarity of bacterial (multiple copies 
of pMMO operons and also stand-alone pmoC) and phage-associated pmoC 
genes. For the pMMO operons and stand-alone pmoC scaffolds of the bacterial 
methanotrophs, we generally manually curated them using the reads from the 
samples without pmoC-phages detected.

CRISPR–Cas analyses. All the predicted proteins of scaffolds with a minimum 
length of 1 kb were searched against local HMM databases, including all reported 
Cas proteins, and the nucleotide sequences of the same set of scaffolds were 
scanned for CRISPR loci using minced72 (-minSL = 17). The spacers were extracted 
from the scaffolds with CRISPR loci as determined by minced, and also from reads 
mapped to these corresponding scaffolds using the python script (crispy.py) as 
previously described68. For the published methanotroph genomes (see above), only 
spacers from the scaffold consensus sequences were extracted, because no mapped 
reads are available. Duplicated spacers were removed using cd-hit-est (-c 1, -aS 1, 
-aL 1) and the unique spacer sequences were used to build a database for BLASTn 
searches (task = blastn-short, e-value = 1 × 10–3) against the pmoC-phage genomic 
sequences. Once a spacer was found to target a pmoC-phage scaffold (≥30 bp), the 
original scaffold of the spacer was checked for a CRISPR locus and Cas proteins.
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Distribution of phages and their predicted hosts. The quality reads from each 
sampling site were mapped to the genomes of pmoC-phages reconstructed from 
the same site. The occurrence of a given phage in a given sample was determined 
if ≥75% of its genome could be covered by reads with ≥95% nucleotide similarity. 
The sequencing coverage of a given pmoC-phage in a sample was calculated using 
the total length of mapped reads divided by the length of the phage genome. 
The occurrence of a given predicted host was established if all the scaffolds were 
mapped by reads with ≥98% nucleotide similarity and ≥75% of the scaffold 
was covered. The sequencing coverage of a given scaffold in the host genome 
was determined as for pmoC-phage genomes, and the average sequencing 
coverage of all the scaffolds in the genome was calculated and used as the host 
genome coverage. If a high-quality genome bin for a predicted host could not 
be reconstructed, the host coverage was determined as that of the scaffold with 
the pMMO operon (see above for the determination of the pmoC-phages and 
their predicted host in published oil sands-related metagenomic datasets). 
Methyloparacoccus_57 could be detected in LM samples (with identical 16S 
rRNA gene sequence found) but with very low sequencing coverage, so no quality 
genome was obtained. Given the high similarity between LM_6 and BML_3, we 
predicted that Methyloparacoccus_57 was the host of LM_6, and the genome 
of Methyloparacoccus_57 from BML was used to profile its presence in the LM 
samples, as described above.

Phage protein family analyses. Protein family analyses were performed as 
previously described73. In detail, first, all-versus-all searches were performed 
using MMseqs2 (ref. 74), with parameters set as e-value = 0.001, sensitivity = 7.5 
and cover = 0.5. Second, a sequence similarity network was built based on the 
pairwise similarities, then the greedy set cover algorithm from MMseqs2 was 
performed to define protein subclusters (that is, protein subfamilies). Third, to 
test for distant homology, we grouped subfamilies into protein families using an 
HMM–HMM comparison procedure as follows: the proteins of each subfamily 
with at least two protein members were aligned using the result2msa parameter 
of MMseqs2, and HMM profiles were built from the multiple sequence alignment 
using the HHpred suite75. The subfamilies were then compared with each other 
using hhblits76 from the HHpred suite (with parameters -v 0 -p 50 -z 4 -Z 32000 
-B 0 -b 0). For subfamilies with probability scores ≥95% and coverage ≥0.5, 
a similarity score (probability × coverage) was used as the weight of the input 
network in the final clustering using the Markov Cluster Algorithm77, with 2.0 
as the inflation parameter. Finally, the resulting clusters were defined as protein 
families. The clustering analyses of the presence and absence of protein families 
detected in the phage genomes were performed with Jaccard’s distance and 
complete linkage.

Phylogenetic analyses. Phylogenetic analyses were performed for bacterial 
and phage-associated PmoC sequences identified from BML, BML_S, LM 
and CB samples, with NCBI bacterial methanotroph PmoC sequences (see 
above) included for references. The PmoC fragments from pmoC-phages 
were respectively concatenated as one. To reveal the phylogeny of phages with 
genomes reconstructed in the present study, sequences of 13 protein subfamilies 
retrieved from the protein family analyses (see Phage protein family analyses) 
were concatenated for analyses. In addition, the DNA polymerase (within the 13 
proteins used for concatenation) was used as a single marker for phylogenetic 
analyses. All DNA polymerases of NCBI RefSeq viruses/phages were downloaded 
and used to retrieve references by BLASTp (using the DNA polymerase sequences 
reported in the present study as queries). The top 30 BLASTp hits were included  
as references.

For the phylogeny of bacterial methanotrophs, 16-concatenated ribosomal 
proteins (16RPs)78, rpS3 and 16S rRNA gene sequences were used as markers. 
For protein-coding genes predicted by prodigal55 from scaffolds with a minimum 
length of 1 kb, the 16RPs (including rpS3) were determined using an HMM-based 
search with databases built from Hug et al.78. For those scaffolds with eight or 
more of the 16RPs, the ribosomal proteins were individually aligned and filtered. 
Another tree based only on rpS3 was constructed using the same procedure. The 
references for both 16RP and rpS3 trees were selected from the Hug et al.78 datasets 
using rpS3 BLASTp search with the top five hits included. The 16S rRNA genes 
were predicted via an HMM search as previously described61, and any insertion 
with a minimum length of 10 bp was removed. The insertion-removed 16S rRNA 
gene datasets were aligned using a local version of SINA aligner79 and filtered by 
trimAl to remove those columns with ≥90% gaps. The tree was built by IQtree80 
using the ‘GTR + G4’ model. References were selected based on a BLASTn search 
against the 16S rRNA gene datasets of Silva132 (ref. 81), and the top five hits were 
included. For all the phylogenetic analyses with protein sequences, the proteins 
were aligned using Muscle82 and filtered by trimAl83 to remove those columns with 
≥90% gaps, followed by tree building with IQtree80 using the ‘LG + G4’ model, 
filtered sequences being concatenated for multiple protein-based analyses.

SNP analyses of pmoC-phages. As a case study, we investigated the population 
heterogeneity of the most commonly observed pmoC-phage in BML, BML_2, 
which was detected in 13 samples with ≥5× coverage. The reads from each sample 
were mapped to the genome, and SNPs were called using the inStrain package84. 

To discern the population dynamics of individual variants over time, we tested 
for variants that significantly changed in frequency between the sampling years of 
2016 and 2017 (z-test; q < 0.05).

Transcriptional analyses. The metatranscriptomic RNA reads from each of the six 
LR samples were mapped to the nucleotide sequences of protein-coding genes that 
were predicted from pmoC-phages using Prodigal55 (-m, -p = single), and filtered 
with shrinksam (https://github.com/bcthomas/shrinksam), allowing no mismatch. 
For a given pmoC-phage (i), to evaluate its gene expression profiles in a given 
sample (j), we calculated the gene expression level of a given gene (k) as Ek = Nk/
(Lk × Sij), in which Ek represents the expression level of gene k, Nk is the number 
of reads mapped to gene k, Lk is the length of gene k and Sij is the total number of 
reads from sample j mapped to all genes of pmoC-phage i.

Reporting summary. Further information on the research design is available in the 
Nature Research Reporting Summary linked to this article.

Data availability
The genomes of pmoC-phages and their relatives reported in the present study have 
been deposited at NCBI under PRJNA645206, and are also available at Figshare 
(https://figshare.com/projects/pmoC-phages_in_freshwater_ecosystems/76623). 
The read archive and other accession information are provided in Supplementary 
Table 8. The pmoACB and Cas protein HMM datasets are available at http://
tigrfams.jcvi.org/cgi-bin/Listing.cgi. The 16S rRNA gene HMM database is 
available at https://github.com/christophertbrown/bioscripts/tree/master/
databases. Source data are provided with this paper.

Code availability
The crispr.py script is available at https://github.com/linxingchen/CRISPR/blob/
master/crispr.py.
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Extended Data Fig. 1 | See next page for caption.
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Extended Data Fig. 1 | The detection of Methyloparacoccus_57 in published oil sands datasets. (a) The detection of Methyloparacoccus_57 
in sample PDSYNTPWS (ref. 26) based on ribosomal protein S3 (rpS3). The phylogeny of the methanotrophs is zoomed-in in the middle. 
Sequences from PDSYNTPWS are indicated by red stars. Sequencing coverages of the corresponding scaffolds are shown in the brackets, the 
rpS3 of Methyloparacoccus_57 (from BML) is included for reference. A black solid circles indicate bootstrap values ≥ 70. (b)The information of 
Methyloparacoccus_57 related 16S rrNA gene sequences detected in the datasets reported in ref. 26. (c) The information of Methyloparacoccus_57 
related 16S rrNA gene sequences detected in the datasets reported in ref. 28.
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Extended Data Fig. 2 | The detection of pmoC-phage related sequences in published oil sands datasets. The mapping of reads from TP_MLSB (ref. 27) 
to pmoC-phage genomes of (a) TP6_1 and (b) BML_3. (c) The mapping of reads from PDSYNTPWS (ref. 26) to BML_3 indicates the existence of related 
phages in the sample. The pmoC genes are shown in red. (d) The alignment of 454 pyrosequencing reads from PDSYNTPWS (ref. 25) to phage genome 
of PDSYNTPWS_1. The 454 reads were reported in ref. 25, and the phage genome of PDSYNTPWS_1 was reconstructed from ref. 26. The small number 
of reads aligned was likely due to the low sequencing coverage of 454 pyrosequencing, and/or the low abundance of related phage in the sample, or 
genetic divergences. The mapping was performed by Bowtie2 (ref. 53) and filtered allowing ≤ 2 mismatches per read (that is, ≥ 98% nucleotide sequence 
similarity).
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Extended Data Fig. 3 | The reanalysis of published DNA-SiP metagenomic dataset from oil sands sample in Canada. (a) reads from the heavy DNA-SIP 
fraction of PDSYNTPWS mapped to the longest scaffold of Methyloparacoccus_57 (scaffold_494; 70,351 bp). The mapping was performed by Bowtie 2 
and filtered to allow ≥ 98 nucleotide identity. (b) reads from the heavy DNA-SIP fraction of PDSYNTPWS were mapped to PDSYNTPWS_1. The mapping 
was filtered to allow ≥ 98 nucleotide identity. The uneven depth may be due to the multiple displacement amplification used in sequencing sample 
preparation (see ref. 26 for details). (c) Phylogenetic analyses showing the active members in the community that revealed by DNA-SIP analyses. The 
phylogeny was performed based on the rpS3 protein sequences, rpS3 of Methyloparacoccus_57 (indicated by an arrow) was included for reference. The 
sequencing coverages of the corresponding scaffolds are shown in the brackets. The methanotrophs are indicated in red, and non-methanotrophs in blue.
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